
PROFESSIONAL TRANSLATORS
&

COMMUNICATION EXPERTS

AUDIO AND VIDEO TRANSLATION

Transcribing and translating your audio and video files into textual 
documents will give you the opportunity to significantly broaden 
your target market and effectively promote your information and 
message.

Lexis Translate is a specialist in high-quality transcription and 
translation services. 

We are aware that finding the time needed to write appealing 
contents or strong promotional message to engage the readers, sell 
your products or services, or just inform the target audience about 
your company, is not always simple.

PROOFREADING

Even a skillful eye can get tired when it comes to read the same 
text over and over. An excellent product needs several controls to 
reach perfection. 
Proofreading becomes necessary if you want to avoid imperfections 
and make sure your message is clear. 

Language is an art and we are expert in delivering high-quality 
linguistic services. 

CONTENT WRITING

Our team includes content 
development and communication 
specialists who will provide you with 
high-quality content writing services 
in Italian, French and Spanish.
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http://lexistranslate.com

info@lexistranslate.com



WHO
WE
ARE

Lexis Translate is an organization of freelance professional translators 
and communication experts. 

Our "one-to-one" approach allows us to deeply 
understand your business needs.

Hence, we can offer a translation service that perfectly suits your 
needs and that is tailored to your wishes.

Your own success is our success!

We work in partnership with you to guarantee that the translations 
you need are delivered on time and on budget.

WHAT
WE
DO

WEBSITE LOCALIZATION

With Lexis Translate having a multilingual and international website, 
has never been easier!

According to localization 
statistics most people 
prefer buying and 
interacting 
with their own language, 
while users decide to 
purchase online only at 
websites where the 
information is presented 
in their language. 

If you think that add multiple languages on your website requires 
complicated and expensive procedures, contact us! 
You will be surprised by our rates.

Translating media contents requires 
skills and creativity. 

Differently form medical, legal or 
scientific documents that try to 
communicate a specific information 
to the reader, media contents and 
marketing documents usually aim at conveying a precise feeling 
through symbolism, metaphors, play on words and puns.

MEDIA TRANSLATION

Lexis Translate staff can help your company or organization to 
empower your message in different languages all over the world.

TOURISM AND LEISURE TRANSLATION

During the past years, several surveys have shown that, even when 
people speak english proficiently, they are more likely to buy 
products with translated product information and localized interfaces. 

Data clearly demonstrate that consumers want to learn about a 
product in their own language and prefer those products that have 
been adapted to their cultural environment.

Lexis Translate can help you with your multilingual projects and to 
develop suitable strategies to improve communication with your 
clients!

LEGAL TRANSLATION

When it comes to legal translations the utmost accuracy and 
attentionis needed, since even the slightest error in judgement can 
have important consequences.

The only way to assure that a legal document will be translated 
properly is to entrust your legal document to a legal translator that 
has a wide experience in the legal field and that has studied 
specifically for this job.

Lexis Translate legal translators all possess the necessary knowledge 
of legal terms, as well as a deep understanding of the differences in 
the way law is approached in different countries.

Entrust Lexis Translate with your legal documentation.
Contact us to receive your free quote.

Our aim is to empower your communication in different languages 
all over the world.

We guarantee the highest quality result when translating for you!


